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Summary
"Advection from the North Atlantic"
In late winter, flow from the North Atlantic brings warm air masses at low level into Europe. The rise in near-surface temperature can be called the direct effect of advections.
Since the atmospheric lapse rate becomes steeper, vertical motions become stronger. Convective motions elevate water vapor into higher levels, and clouds form.
As a result, heat losses to outer space are reduced, reinforcing the direct effect of advection.
Abstract. In winter, largeinterannual fluctuationsin the surfaceskin temperature are observedovercentralEurope: weobservea differenceof 9.8 K comparingwarm
February1990with cold February' 1996for the region50-60°N; 5-35°E.Previousstudies showthatadvectionfrom the North Atlantic constitutesthe forcingto suchfluctuations.
The advectionis quantifiedby IndexI,,,,the averageof the ocean-surface wind speed over theeasternNorth Atlantic whenthe directionis from the southwest (whenthe wind is from anotherdirection, it countsasa zerospeedto theaverage).AverageI,_,, for VariationalAnalysis Method,VAM, wasselectedto derivewind-vectordata. In this method,the SSM/I retrievals(thatis, tile measurements of speed)arecombinedwith independent wind observations to produceconsistentfieldsof wind speedanddirection.
The resultingglobalocean-surface dataset is appropriatefor climateanalysis (Atlas et a1.,1996) . et al., 1996; Kistler et al., 2001) . The years for which we extract the data fall in this latter period.
3. North-Atlantic winds as control of the greenhouse factor in central Europe.
We examine here the influence of the maritime-air advection on the greenhouse effects in Europe.
The strength of the warm advection is quantified by a specific Index, I,_, of the ocean-surface southwesterlies over the eastern North Atlantic. From the SSM/I dataset (Atlas et a[., 1996) , we evaluate at 45°N; 20°W pentad-averages of the wind speed from all the observations reporting the direction from the quadrant 180°-270°.
When the direction is not southwesterly, the speed is counted to the average as a zero speed. The Index |na derived by this approach is plotted in Fig. 1 to what the observations would have been at 7 _ AM, to remove satellite orbit differences. We observe area-average temperatures 272.9 K and 263.1 K, respectively for the two time periods (see Table 1 ). The difference, 9.8 K, is consistent with the sensitivity slightly above 1.0 K/m s1 of the February surface-air temperature in Europe to an increase in I°_, analyzed by Otterman et al. (1999) . We stress here that the high value of T_ in 1990 represents the combined consequences of the inflow of warm air (the direct effect), and of the enhanced greenhouse effect that this low-level inflow produces (which we regard as the feedback).
We present in Table l the Surface Longwave Emission, SLE, calculated as: Wu and Susskind, 1990) . The feedback effect calculated on this basis is likely to be on the orderof 2.6 K, a substantial fraction of the total (directandfeedback) differenceof 9.8 K in the surfacetemperature.Basedon this valueof the feedback, the direct effect is estimatedas7.2 K (9.8 K-2.6 K), andits reinforcement by the feedback standsat 36%. This analysisestablishes the enhancement of thegreenhouse effect, i.e., the increased downwardlongwaveflux primarily associated with greatercloudiness,asa substantial positive feedback to the directeffect, which is the southwesterlyinflow of warm air to the low troposphere over Europe.
Trendsfor warmerwintersin Europehavebeenobserved ( Rosset al.,1996;  Demarde, 200[ ). Several studiesreportedthe trendto strongerwindsover the North Atlantic for the recentdecades (BaconandCarter, 1991; Kushnir et al., 1997; Gulev and Hasse, 1999 
